Special Interest Group Sessions

SIG-Academic Audit Research in Teacher Education
33.068: Collaborations and Research on Program and Teacher Quality Associated With Academic Audits From State Review and Accreditation Processes.
35.017: Academic Audit Research in Teacher Education SIG Business Meeting With a Discussion of PRAXIS Validity by Drew Gitomer, ETS.

SIG-Action Research
16.038: Conducting Action Research Across Diverse Educational Contexts.
37.068: Seeking Renewal, Finding Community: Participatory Action Research in Teacher Education.
41.069: Action Research and Professional Schools: Developing Cultures of Inquiry to Bridge Gaps Between Research and Practice.
46.014: Action Research SIG Business Meeting.
55.092: Informing Teacher Practice Through Action Research Methodology.
60.082: Action Research Across Schools and Communities.

SIG-Adolescence and Youth Development
27.114: Adolescence and Youth Development Paper Discussion.
29.120: Perspectives on Youth and Youth Development.
35.018: Adolescence and Youth Development SIG Business Meeting.
37.069: Youth Narratives: Examinations of Race and Class.
39.066: Youth in Schools: Empowering Youth for Optimal Development.
41.070: Perspectives of Youth Development: Multicultural Themes and Contexts.
43.064: Families and Youth: Explorations of Identity in and out of Educational Contexts.
60.048: Explorations of Tools and Techniques to Understand Youth.

SIG-Adult Literacy and Adult Education
37.119: Examining Adult Education for and From the Perspective of Special Populations.
38.022: Pathways to Learning and Professional Development for Adults and Adult Education Practitioners.
50.047: Relationships Between Adults’ Classroom-Based Learning and Their Family and Community Interactions.
53.050: Educators Examine Adult Learners’ Educational Pathways.
55.060: Identity and Meaning Among Adult Learners.
57.052: Improving Outcomes for Adults With Learning Disabilities in Adult Education Programs.
60.049: Understanding Adult Populations and Promoting Learning Opportunities.
61.012: Adult Literacy and Adult Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Adulthood and Aging

SIG-Advanced Studies of National Databases
57.053: National Dataset Analyses Examining School Achievement Issues, Teacher Issues, and Faculty Issues.
60.050: Methodological Issues and Geographical Boundaries in Analyses of National Datasets.

SIG-Advanced Technologies for Learning
35.043: Joint Business Meeting for Learning Sciences and Advanced Technologies for Learning SIGs.
39.067: Virtual Worlds, Games, and Learning in Formal and Informal Settings.
42.014: Research on the Use and Effectiveness of Learning Technologies.

SIG-Applied Research in Virtual Environments for Learning
14.057: Exploring Learning, Teaching, and Curriculum in Immersive Virtual Environments.
18.063: Investigating Guilds, Games, and MUVEs for Learning.
24.070: The Learner Human in Immersive Virtual Environments.
31.067: Going 3D: Teaching With Virtual Worlds and Multi-User Games.
33.069: Toward a Comprehensive Definition of Game-Media Literacy: Playing and Building as Reading and Writing.
53.051: Developing Financial Literacy in Virtual Worlds.

SIG-Arts and Inquiry in the Visual and Performing Arts in Education

SIG-Arts and Learning
35.020: Arts and Learning Business Meeting: Johnny Saldana, Invited Speaker.
37.070: Arts and Performance: Venues and Avenues for Achievement.
39.069: New Media Arts Education: How Community-Based Programs Are Transforming Teaching and Learning in the 21st Century.
39.074: Artists as Educators in Communities and Schools: International Perspectives.
41.071: Arts and the Power of Aesthetics.
43.065: Perspectives on Children’s Culture From the Arts and Humanities.
50.048: Arts Curriculum and Communities of Learning for Engagement.
57.054: Advocating Knowing Through the Arts in Instruction and Assessment.
60.051: Issues of Curriculum, Arts Integration, and Inquiry.
67.033: The Arts and Academic Achievement in Science, Mathematics, and Technology.
68.028: Redefining the Three R’s: Reading, Writing, and ART—Investigations Into the Impact of Art-Based Literacy.

SIG-Arts-Based Educational Research
24.071: Sound, Text, and Poetics in Arts-Based Research.
37.118: Collage, Collaboration, and Co-Creation in ABER.
38.019: Exploring ABER.
41.072: Arts-Based Research in Education: Building on the Foundation.
43.066: Poetic Inquiry: Vibrant Voices in the Social Sciences.
46.015: Arts-Based Educational Research SIG Business Meeting and Dissertation Award Presentation.

SIG-Associates for Research on Private Education
39.071: Perspectives on Private Education.

SIG-Bilingual Education Research
29.063: Bilingualism, Linguistic Diversity, and Bilingual Teachers.
31.068: Biliteracy, Code-Switching, and Bilingualism.
37.071: The Impact of Restrictive Language Policy on Teacher Preparation.
39.072: Examining the Discourses of Bilingual Education.
41.073: Language Policy, Heritage Language, and Dual Language Education.
46.017: Bilingualism and Multiliteracies in Multilingual Contexts: Directions for Research in the New Millennium—Bilingual Education Research SIG Business Meeting.
50.049: Teaching English Learners in a New Sociopolitical Era.
53.052: Bilingual Teacher Education, Teacher Knowledge, and Content Language Demands.
53.094: Dual Language Education, Family Involvement, and Bilingualism.
54.017: Preparing Teachers for English Learners.

SIG-Biographical and Documentary Research
29.064: Public Pedagogy and Social Action: Examinations and Portraits.
31.069: “May We Get Us a Heart of Wisdom”: Life Writing Across Knowledge Traditions.
33.115: Conducting Biographical and Documentary Research.
35.021: Biographical and Documentary Research SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Business Education and Computer Information Systems Research
18.035: Brain, Neurosciences, and Education SIG Open Business Meeting.
24.072: Neuroscience in Math and Reading Education.
37.072: Neuroscience of the Gifted and Twice-Exceptional Child.
53.092: Brain, Neurosciences, and Education Roundtable Presentations.

SIG-Career Development
50.051: Career Development in High School and Higher Educational Settings.
61.014: Business Meeting and Conversation Hour With Donald Thompson: Career Development From Past and Present Perspectives.

SIG-Career and Technical Education
56.014: Global Issues in Career and Technical Education.
60.052: Career and Technical Education in the 21st Century Workforce.
61.015: Career and Technical Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Chaos and Complexity Theories
31.070: Caring About the Absence and Emergence of Communities of Learners.
35.022: Searching for the Sacred in the Midst of the Business at Hand.
37.113: Exploring Complexities in Educational Research.
60.053: Reflecting Critically on Sustaining School Effectiveness.

SIG-Charter School Research and Evaluation
14.035: Cultural Coherence in Five High-Performing, High-Poverty Charter Schools in Massachusetts.
16.040: Charter Schools and Lessons on Autonomy, Governance, and Administration.
18.037: Key Issues in Charter School Research: Location, Turnover, and Attrition.
53.053: Charter Schools as a Lens to Examine the Challenges Facing Public Education.

SIG-Classroom Assessment
27.063: Aligning Classroom Assessment With Teaching and Learning: The Role of Formative Assessment.
29.065: Formative Assessment in the Classroom: The Impact of Teacher Education and Professional Development.
31.071: Improving the Quality of Published Classroom Assessments.
33.070: From Advocacy to Adoption: Getting Formative Assessment Into More Classrooms.
35.023: Classroom Assessment: The Role of Formative Assessment.
37.120: Formative Assessment and Grading: Perception, Implementation, and Impact.
43.068: Innovations in Assessment: An Interactive Symposium.
53.054: Peer—and Self-Assessment—Factors in Formative Assessment.
57.040: Common and Day-to-Day Classroom Assessment: Fostering Formative Uses by Teachers and Students.

SIG-Classroom Management
54.014: Advances in Measurement of Classroom Management Issues.
60.054: Challenges in Offering Culturally Responsive Classroom Management.
61.016: Classroom Management SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Classroom Observation
57.056: Using Classroom Observation to Examine the Learning Environment and Its Effect on Student Achievement.
61.017: Classroom Observation SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Cognition and Assessment
16.041: Cognition and Assessment: From Items to Interpretation.
20.014: Cognition and Assessment SIG Business Meeting.
33.121: The Interaction of Cognition and Assessment.

SIG-Communication of Research
53.055: College-Based Open Access Archives of Research Publications: Implications for Colleges, Faculty, Journals, and Funding Agencies.
61.018: An Annotated Wiki Listing of Open Access Peer-Reviewed Scholarly Journals in the Field of Education.

SIG-Conflict Resolution and Violence Prevention
57.058: Conflict Resolution and Violence Prevention.
61.019: Conflict Resolution and Violence Prevention SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Confluent Education
60.056: Community, Congruence and Confluence: Confluent Education in the 21st Century.
61.020: Confluent Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Confucianism, Taoism, and Education
50.053: The Impact of Taoism and Confucianism on Mathematics Teaching and Learning.
53.057: Learning From Taoism.
55.062: What Can Eastern Philosophies Contribute to Curriculum Theory and Pedagogical Practice in the Field of Western Education?
60.086: Ren, Wuwei, and Leadership in the Global Age.
61.021: Confucianism, Taoism, and Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Constructivist Theory, Research, and Practice
27.064: Diverse Constructivist Perspectives Related to Theory, Learning and Conceptual Change.
35.025: Constructivist Theory, Research, and Practice SIG Business Meeting.
40.016: Constructivism, Moral Development, and Gaming.
SIG-Cooperative Learning: Theory, Research and Practice
33.116: Cooperation and Conflict.
41.074: Advances in Cooperative Learning.
43.069: New Developments in Cooperative Learning.
46.020: Cooperative Learning: Theory, Research and Practice SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Critical Educators for Social Justice
43.082: Perspectives on Social Justice From International Education Studies.
57.059: Descending From the Balcony: Realizing Social Justice Through Radical Participatory Action Research (PAR).
65.023: Pathways Toward Academic Achievement Through a Transformative Paradigm: Breaking the Circle of Knowledge.
65.024: Re-Creating the “Public” in Public Education to Address the Needs of Low-Income, Racially, Culturally, and Linguistically Diverse Communities.
67.024: Radical Medicine: Crossing Boundaries, Making Change.
68.029: Still Becoming Critical Educators: Why Aren’t All the Critical Educators Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?

SIG-Critical Examination of Race, Ethnicity, Class and Gender in Education
14.056: Discussions on Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender 1.
15.012: Discussions on Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender 2.
16.042: At the Intersections: Examining Higher Education.
29.067: At the Intersections: Educational Thought, Policy, and Law.
36.010: Research Focus on Black Education SIG and Critical Examination of Race, Ethnicity, and Class SIG Joint Reception.
41.075: Graduate Student Invited Poster Session.
43.070: Invited Session: Theoretical Frameworks on Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender.
46.021: Critical Examination of Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender in Education SIG Business Meeting.
50.054: What Do Students Understand?
55.064: Race, Ethnicity, Students, and Teachers.
65.025: The Social Identities and Contexts of African American Males and Education.

SIG-Critical Issues in Curriculum and Cultural Studies
18.058: Curriculum as Performance.
28.016: Democracy, Sustainability, Consumerism, and (Dis)abling Learners.
29.064: Public Pedagogy and Social Action: Examinations and Portraits.
33.093: Policy and Practice in Postcolonial Spaces.
37.075: Decolonizing Geographic and Knowledge Borderlands.
39.074: Artists as Educators in Communities and Schools: International Perspectives.
41.076: Memory, Vision, and Bergamo/JCT in Motion.
43.071: Empire on Trial: Critical Filipino Resistance and Cultural Studies.
46.022: Interdisciplinary/Intergenerational Considerations in Curriculum Studies: Writing and Ethos.
60.051: Issues of Curriculum, Arts Integration, and Inquiry.

SIG-Critical Perspectives on Early Childhood Education
17.011: Identity and Roles in Early Childhood Education: Who Am I in Their Lives?
35.026: Critical Perspectives in Early Childhood Education SIG Business Meeting.
50.055: Critical Issues and Perspectives Facing the Early Childhood Field.
53.059: Analyzing Curricular Perspectives in Early Childhood Settings.
57.060: Critical Perspectives on Global Citizenship and Its Effects on World Childhood.
60.057: Finding a Place for Story: Expanding Visions for Language and Literacy Education in Early Childhood Education.
66.011: Significance of Family Roles in Educating Young Children.
68.030: Rethinking Play and Pedagogy: Concepts, Contexts, and Cultures.
72.022: Multimodality in Early Childhood Literacy: Early Evidence of a Paradigm Shift.

SIG-Cultural Historical Research
27.107: Current Research in Cultural Historical Theory, Session 1.
28.010: Current Research in Cultural Historical Theory, Session 2.
37.076: Sociocultural Approaches to the Study of Emotions.
43.072: World of Warcraft, Second Life, and Other Virtual Environments for K-12 Education and Beyond.
55.066: Perspectives in Cultural-Historical Research.
57.061: Creating Learning Environments the “Tool and Result” Way: An Interactive Symposium.
61.023: CHAT Tales Outside of School: What Is to Be Learned?

SIG-Democratic Citizenship in Education
27.066: Becoming Political: Research Processes and Young People’s Rights.
31.121: Democratic Citizenship in Education Paper Discussion.
33.071: Democratic Citizenship in Education Paper Session 1.
35.027: Using Democratic Citizenship Education as Related to Conflict Resolution in HIV/AIDS Education.
41.077: Democratic Citizenship in Education Paper Session 2.
### SIG-Design and Technology
- [29.068](#): Design Applications for Classrooms and Action Research.
- [33.072](#): Design Inquiry in Education.
- [35.028](#): Design and Technology SIG Business Meeting.
- [37.116](#): A Multitude of Perspectives on Design Across Learning Environments.
- [39.120](#): Issues and Priorities in Design and Education.
- [50.087](#): Design Thinking: Across Formal and Informal Learning Environments.
- [57.062](#): Design Thinking in New Media Spaces.
- [65.029](#): How Are Designers Taught to Do What They Do? Multiple Approaches to Masters-Level Design Education.

### SIG-Disability Studies in Education
- [26.017](#): Disability Studies in Education I.
- [29.113](#): Disability Studies in Education II.
- [31.074](#): Breaking the Frame: Sense Making Across the Humanities and Education.
- [33.073](#): Attacking New Questions: Research Informed by a DSE Framework.
- [35.029](#): Disability Studies in Education SIG Business Meeting.
- [39.075](#): Discourse, Power Relations, and Inclusive Teacher Education.
- [43.073](#): Parent Perspectives: Identity, Participation, and Policy.
- [53.061](#): Defining Who’s In and Who’s Out: Race, Research, and the Meaning of Disability.

### SIG-Districts in Research and Reform
- [33.074](#): Beyond Accountability: Making Data-Informed Decisionmaking Work Toward District Reform.
- [35.030](#): A Conversation With Terry Grier, Superintendent of San Diego Unified School District.

### SIG-Doctoral Education across the Disciplines
- [27.067](#): Retheorizing the Value and Impact of the Doctorate.
- [29.069](#): Embracing Contraries: Advancing Understanding of Doctoral Education.
- [31.075](#): Contextual Understandings of the Doctoral Experience: Pathways, Programs, and Paradigms.
- [41.078](#): Theory and Doctoral Education Research.
- [43.074](#): Understanding the Written Components of the Doctoral Experience.
- [46.023](#): Doctoral Education Across the Disciplines.
- [58.010](#): Doctoral Education Across the Disciplines.
- [60.088](#): Doctoral Education Across the Disciplines.

### SIG-Early Education and Child Development
- [14.037](#): Supporting Young Struggling Readers Using the Targeted Reading Intervention: Multiple Perspectives on a Longitudinal Intervention.
- [16.043](#): Systems and Change in Early Childhood.
- [16.057](#): Meeting the Needs of Diverse Groups in Early Childhood.
- [18.038](#): Teachers in Early Childhood Programs.
- [24.076](#): Literacy in Early Childhood.
- [26.018](#): Early Childhood Program Issues.
- [27.068](#): Challenges Posed to Studies of the Impacts of Early Literacy Instruction by the Contexts of the Studies.
- [29.070](#): Children in Classrooms: Play and the Arts in Early Childhood.
- [29.071](#): The Chicago Literacy Initiative: Making Better Early Readers (CLIMBERs) Study: Three Years of Findings From a Large-Scale Randomized Cluster Study.
- [29.119](#): Early Childhood Programs and Issues.
- [31.076](#): Community and Democracy in Early Childhood Classrooms.
- [33.075](#): Long-Term Outcomes of Early Childhood Programs.
- [37.077](#): Preschool and Kindergarten Issues.
- [41.079](#): Math and Science Teaching and Learning in Early Childhood.
- [43.075](#): Families in Early Childhood Programs.
- [46.024](#): Early Education and Child Development SIG Business Meeting.

### SIG-Ecological and Environmental Education
- [27.069](#): Emerging Issues in Representation and Legitimation in Environmental Education Research.
- [33.076](#): Environmental Education Research and Decolonizing, Indigenizing, Empowering, De-Territorializing Moves.
- [39.118](#): Ecological and Environmental Education.
- [41.080](#): Working the Disciplines in Ecological and Environmental Education Research.
- [46.025](#): Ecological and Environmental Education SIG Business Meeting.

### SIG-Education and Philanthropy
- [27.067](#): Are We Meeting Our Mission? Using the Cal-PASS Database for Evidence-Based Decision Making for Foundations.
- [29.069](#): Exploring the Role of Philanthropy as a Catalyst for Change and Innovation in Education.
- [33.076](#): Evolving Foundation Approaches to Using Research and Evaluation.
- [46.027](#): The Impact of Presidential Change on Work at the Intersection of Research and Philanthropy: Opportunities, Tensions, Unresolved Issues.
- [56.016](#): Presentations of the Education, Health, and Human Services Linkages SIG.

### SIG-Education and Student Development in Cities
- [46.026](#): Education and Student Development in Cities.
- [72.024](#): Social Justice and Education.

### SIG-Education, Health, and Human Services Linkages
- [41.081](#): Interagency Collaboration in Schools.
- [43.076](#): Measuring Outcomes in School-Related Health.
- [46.027](#): Education, Health, and Human Services Linkages SIG Business Meeting.
- [56.016](#): Presentations of the Education, Health, and Human Services Linkages SIG.
SIG-Educational Change
15.015: Teacher Knowledge and Communities of Change.
37.079: Using Knowledge to Change Policy and Practice.
41.082: Translation of School Reform Policy to Practice in High-and Low-Stakes Systems.
55.068: Navigating Tensions in Educational Change From the Top Down and the Bottom Up.
61.025: Educational Change SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Educational Statisticians
20.015: Educational Statisticians SIG Business Meeting.
53.097: Meta-Analysis.
56.018: Statistics Eclectica.
60.093: Issues in Educational Research.

SIG-Faculty Teaching, Evaluation, and Development
37.080: Think Big: Extending the Boundaries of Faculty Development.
39.078: Striving Toward Teaching Effectiveness for Improved Student Learning.
41.083: Rethinking Structures for Course Design Integration.
43.077: Faculty Roles in Disciplinary Contexts and in Changing Disciplinary Cultures.
46.028: National Student Survey of Undergraduate Course Experience Across All U.K. Universities: A Large-Scale Benchmarking Exercise.
47.011: Division K, Division G, and the Teaching Educational Psychology, Online Teaching & Learning, and Faculty Teaching, Evaluation, & Development SIGs Joint Reception.
54.021: Variations on Instructional Development in Higher Education.
57.090: Let’s Talk: Educational Development Issues in Challenging Times.

SIG-Family, School, Community Partnerships
31.079: Critical Approaches to Parent Involvement in Schooling.
37.081: Early Childhood School-Family Collaborations.
39.079: Diverse Perspectives on the Home-School-Community Nexus.
43.078: Relevant Issues in the School-Home-Community Relationship: Multiple Methodologies of Inquiry.
53.064: Voices From the Margins: Toward a Critical Parent Involvement and Bottom-Up Accountability in Public Education.
57.064: Explorations of Parental Involvement in Urban Schools.
60.058: Family and Community Involvement in Sinic Education: Issues and Developments in Asia.

SIG-Fiscal Issues, Policy and Education Finance
26.014: Revenue, Expenditure, and Resource Allocation Patterns in School Finance.
27.070: The Challenge of Finance Equity and Adequacy: Raising and Distributing Revenues.
35.031: Fiscal Issues, Policy, and Education Finance SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Foucault and Education
38.021: Knowing, Becoming, and Reflecting One’s Self: Foucault, Education, and Identity.
46.029: Foucault and Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Grassroots Community and Youth Organizing for Education Reform
18.056: Community and Youth Organizing Across the Nation.
27.071: The Role of Research and Evaluation in Education Organizing Campaigns: Innovative Approaches to Integration.
29.073: Organizing: A Key Strategy for Growing Your Own High-Quality Teachers.
31.081: Youth Organizing for Equity, Achievement, and Mutual Accountability From Within the Institution.
35.032: Business Meeting and Presentations by Bob Moses and Ernie Cortes.

SIG-Hierarchical Linear Modeling
18.039: Estimation Issues in Hierarchical Linear Modeling.
33.077: Applications of Hierarchical Linear Models in STEM Learning Contexts.
35.033: Hierarchical Linear Modeling SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Hispanic Research Issues
29.110: The Implications of Political and Accountability Issues in Hispanic Education.
31.119: Special Topics on Research in Hispanic Education: It’s More Than Just Curriculum.
33.055: Revealing the Experiences and Understandings of Latina/o Preservice Teachers.
35.034: Hispanic Research Issues SIG Business Meeting.
SIG-Holistic Education
16.045: Teacher Education, Holistic Education, and Beyond.

SIG-Home Economics Research
35.035: Home Economics Research SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Inclusion and Accommodation in Large-Scale Assessment
39.081: Issues Regarding the Classification, Reclassification, Assessment, and Achievement Gap of English Language Learners (ELLs) and Former ELLs.
42.010: An Analysis of All Populations and All Options for Participation in Large-Scale Testing.
50.056: Improving the Validity of Large-Scale, Statewide Science Assessments for Students With Disabilities.
55.071: Accommodations and Alternate Assessments Based on Modified Achievement Standards (AA-MAS).
61.027: Alternate Assessments Based on Modified Achievement Standards: Item Development in the Context of Participation and Accommodation.

SIG-Indigenous Peoples of the Americas
27.072: Culturally Responsive Indigenous Education Across Disciplines and Nations.
29.050: Living Culturally Responsive Education and Research: Teaching and Learning With/in Indigenous Communities.
29.116: Spanning the Boundaries of Indigenous Research in Postsecondary Institutions: An Examination of Theory, Histories, and Experiences.
33.061: The Significance of Race, Culture, Ethnicity, and Social Justice in Teacher Education.
33.080: Transforming Teacher Education: Nurturing the Learning Spirit.
39.111: Disciplinary Inquiry Focused on Multidisciplinary Content Knowledge and Educational Experiences of American Indian Students.

SIG-Indigenous Peoples of the Pacific
14.039: Languages, Fruits, and Vegetables: Expanding the Domains of Indigenous Languages and Cultures.
18.040: The Conceptualization, Conduct, and Dissemination of Indigenous Research.
24.078: Indigenous Knowledge and Developments: Case Study of a School of Indigenous Graduate Studies.
37.082: Te Ao Hou: Research on Maori/Indigenous Education.

SIG-Informal Learning Environments Research
29.074: Infusing an Equity Agenda Into Informal Learning Research and Practice.
35.037: Informal Learning Environments Research SIG Business Meeting.
60.090: Informal Learning Settings: Collaborations.
67.034: Multiple Organizational Structures, Audiences, and Outcomes in Informal Learning Settings.

SIG-Instructional Technology
15.013: Instructional Technology SIG Roundtables 2.
18.041: Technology and Learning in P-12 Education.
24.079: The Role of Discourse in Instructional Design.
27.074: Gaming and Virtual Worlds.
32.017: Instructional Technology SIG Roundtables 1.
33.082: Experts’ Roundtable Discussions.
37.083: Facilitating Online Learning in Higher Education.
37.124: Instructional Technology SIG Posters.
39.082: Unique Aspects of Instructional Design and Technology.
41.088: Supporting Learning With Technology.
43.080: Trends and Issues in Distance Learning.
43.081: Video in Teacher Preparation and Practice.
46.031: Instructional Technology SIG Business Meeting.
50.057: Technology and Learning in Higher Education.
60.059: Web-Based Teaching and Learning.

SIG-International Studies
20.017: International Studies SIG Informational and Business Meeting.
32.012: Global Perspectives on Intercultural Exchanges and Intercultural Education.
33.083: Global Perspectives on Higher Education.
37.084: Policy, Action, and Theory: Cross-Cultural Experience of Ethnic Minority Students in the United States, Canada, Australia, and Hong Kong.
41.089: International Perspectives on School Reform.
43.071: Empire on Trial: Critical Filipino Resistance and Cultural Studies.
43.082: Perspectives on Social Justice From International Education Studies.
50.058: Intercultural and Multicultural Education.
53.066: International Studies on Diversity and Multiculturalism in Education.
55.072: International Studies on Teacher Education.
57.065: Understanding U.S. Student Performance on the 2006 PISA and PIRLS International Assessments.
60.060: Use of Large-Scale International Data Sets for Research and Policy Discussion Related to Student Achievement.
60.083: Education Research in a Global Context.

SIG-Invitational Learning
29.076: Creating Invitational Learning Environments in a Variety of Contexts.
35.038: Invitational Learning SIG Business Meeting: Contributions of Buddhist Psychology to Invitational Education.

SIG-Ivan Illich
35.039: New Directions in Illichian Scholarship and Pedagogy.

SIG-John Dewey Society
18.042: The John Dewey Annual Lecture.
27.076: Dewey and His Pragmatism at 150.
29.077: Diverse Educational Interests From Deweyan Connections.
35.040: The John Dewey Society SIG Business Meeting: Chair, President of Society Jim Garrison.
43.117: Educational Associations Into Art and Culture Paper Discussions.
60.012: Dr. Joe Kincheloe: Celebrating a Life.

SIG-Language and Social Processes
27.077: Discourse and Discipline: The Linguistic Anthropology of Science Education.
31.085: Discourses and Identities in Contexts of Educational Change.
33.084: Engaging Multimodality Through Metaphor, Space, Place, and Identity.
37.085: Expansive Learning and Powerful Literacies.
41.090: Fostering Critical Dialogue Across Educational Settings.
58.013: Sociocultural Dimensions of Language and Literacy Learning.
60.087: Discourse Processes in Research and Practice.
61.028: The Politics of Language and Multi(bi)lingualism: Multidisciplinary Directions in Research and Practice.

SIG-Large-Scale Assessment
16.062: Latitudes of Longitudinal Studies.
31.086: Large-Scale Assessment and Accountability for English-Language Learners under NCLB Title III: Addressing Challenges, Making Choices.
35.041: Large-Scale Assessment SIG Business Meeting/Annual Chat with Jim Popham: Advances in the Determination of Instructional Sensitivity.
57.065: Understanding U.S. Student Performance on the 2006 PISA and PIRLS International Assessments.
60.060: Use of Large-Scale International Data Sets for Research and Policy Discussion Related to Student Achievement.

SIG-Law and Education
18.043: Special Topics in School Law.
24.082: Schools, Universities, and the First Amendment.
35.042: Law and Education SIG Business Meeting.
40.014: Law and Education SIG Paper Discussion: Current Issues in School Law.

SIG-Leadership for School Improvement
31.120: Views on Leadership for School Improvement.
41.091: Leadership That Facilitates Qualities of School Improvement.
46.032: Leadership for School Improvement SIG Business Meeting.
57.066: Leadership for School Improvement Initiatives at the Organizational Level.

SIG-Leadership for Social Justice
46.033: Leadership for Social Justice SIG Business Meeting and Social Hour.

SIG-Learning Environments
14.041: Examining Student Achievement in Various Learning Environments: Primary-Postsecondary.
20.018: Learning Environments SIG Business Meeting.
31.114: Dialogues on Learning Environments Research.
60.094: Learning Environments Poster Session.

SIG-Learning Sciences
18.064: Learning Sciences Paper Discussion.
27.078: Epistemological Frames in Students’ Scientific Activity and Reasoning Across Formal, Informal, and Research Contexts.
29.080: Learning Sciences Papers.
35.043: Joint Business Meeting for Learning Sciences and Advanced Technologies for Learning SIGs.
43.084: Using Ethnography to Understand Learning in Social Context.
53.067: Research on Learning as a Human Science.

SIG-Learning and Teaching in Educational Leadership
20.019: Learning and Teaching in Educational Leadership SIG Business Meeting.
27.079: Case Studies in Elementary-Level Instructional Teacher Leadership.
29.081: Leadership Dispositions and Student Achievement: Polishing the Lens of Social Justice.
41.092: Teacher Leader Program Development: Universities Respond to the Field.
43.085: The Praxis of Preparation: Multiple Perspectives.
52.012: Pedagogy and Learner Outcomes.
55.073: The Evolving Educational Leadership Classroom.
60.084: Leadership Preparation: A Global View.

SIG-Literature
31.087: Literature Discussions as Opportunities for Collaborative Meaning Making and Action Research With Students and Teachers.
37.088: Literature on the Margins.
57.089: Issues in Literature Studies.

SIG-Lives of Teachers
27.080: Rising to the Challenge: Peaks and Troughs in Teachers’ Career Journeys.
39.086: Using Teacher Identity as Conceptual Model to Investigate Teachers and Teaching in Contemporary Educational Contexts.
46.034: Lives of Teachers SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Longitudinal Studies
57.067: Seeing the Forest Through the Trees: Challenges and Obstacles With Large-Scale Longitudinal Data.
61.029: Longitudinal Studies SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Marxian Analysis of Society, Schools, and Education
35.045: Marxian Analysis of Schools and Society in an Age of Neoliberal Farce.

SIG-Measurement Services
31.089: Evaluation of Faculty Surveys and Students’ Testing Experiences.
61.030: Measurement Services SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Media, Culture and Curriculum
24.084: Exploring New Media and Youth: A University, Community, and High School Collaborative Initiative.
27.081: Designing and Evaluating Interdisciplinary Literacies and Youth Curricula.
29.082: Disrupting Youth: Film as Cultural Teaching Machines.
33.086: Outside In and Inside Out: Interdisciplinarity and Mobile Learning Research.
35.046: Media, Culture, and Curriculum SIG Business Meeting.
37.090: The Forgotten Piece of the “Gaming and Literacy Puzzle”: Developing Game Media Literacy Through Game Design and Production.
53.068: Use of Video, Television, Technology, and Print Media in Schools and Impacts on Students.
55.097: Cultural Perspectives and Education.
57.093: Studies on Games, Teacher Education, and Qualitative Research.

SIG-Mentorship and Mentoring Practices
27.082: Culturally Responsive Mentoring.
27.083: Diversity in Mentoring: ELL Students, Adolescents of Color, and Urban Youth.
29.083: Leadership Development Through Mentoring and Collaborative Initiatives.
31.091: Teacher Induction: Mentor Roles, Effects, and Implications.
35.047: Mentorship and Mentoring Practices SIG Business Meeting.
37.125: Mentoring Relationships, Innovations, and Diversity.
43.121: The Dynamics of the Mentoring Role and Mentees’ Experiences.

SIG-Middle-Level Education Research
14.060: Transformations in Middle Grades Education.
18.062: Explorations With Middle-Grades Students.
31.092: An International Perspective on Sixth Graders’ Interpretation of the Equal Sign.
33.087: Diverse Perspectives in the Middle Grades.
35.048: Middle-Level Education Research SIG Business Meeting.
37.091: Student Engagement in the Middle Grades.
41.093: Issues in Middle Grades Education.
43.086: Middle Grades Education: Teachers and Leaders.
50.059: Common Planning Time Project: Emerging Research From the National Middle Grades Research Project.

SIG-Mixed Methods Research
20.020: Mixed Methods Research SIG Business Meeting and Distinguished Speaker Presentation.

SIG-Moral Development and Education
14.043: Addressing the Role of Context and Climate in Moral and Character Development.
16.047: Academic Dishonesty and Moral Development From Middle School Through College: Transforming the Problem of Cheating Into an Opportunity to Promote Integrity.
20.021: Moral Development and Education SIG Business Meeting.
27.084: The National Professional Development and Evaluation Project of Facing History and Ourselves: First-Year Findings.
33.088: An Assessment of Current Practices and Identification of New Directions in Moral and Character Education.
37.093: Moral Dispositions in Teacher Education Through the Lenses of Awareness, Care Ethics, Ethical Knowledge, Moral Judgment, and Values.
40.019: Moral Development and Education SIG Paper Discussion, Session 2.
41.121: Moral Development and Education SIG Paper Discussion, Session 1.

SIG-Motivation in Education
18.057: Connecting Students’ Relationships With Teachers and Parents to Motivation and Achievement.
27.085: Adopting a Person X Context Perspective in Achievement Goal Research.
27.086: Using Motivation Theory to Understand Teacher Preparation and Retention.
29.084: Autonomy Support as a Motivational Characteristic of the Classroom.
31.094: The Role of Instruction and Assessment on Student Motivation and Achievement.
37.094: New Findings in Achievement Goal Theory Research.
37.126: Motivation in Education SIG New Member Poster Session.
39.087: Exploration as a Motivational Construct: Forging a Research Agenda.
41.094: Motivation in Education SIG Invited Address.
41.125: Examining At-Risk and Low-Achieving Students From the Perspective of Motivational Theory.
41.126: Advances in Motivation Research Poster Session.
43.088: Motivation for Teaching: Utilizing Diverse Motivational Theories.
46.035: Motivation in Education SIG Business Meeting.
57.098: Topics in Motivation Research: Poster Session.
67.026: Looking and Listening in Classrooms: How Students Motivate Teachers.

SIG-Multicultural/Multiethnic Education: Theory, Research, and Practice
27.087: A Seamless Approach to Addressing Equity and Diversity Across Educational Systems.
33.089: Preservice Teachers and Multicultural/Multiethnic Education.
46.036: Multicultural/Multiethnic Education: Theory, Research, and Practice SIG Business Meeting.
50.058: Intercultural and Multicultural Education.
67.027: Benefits of Diversity Consciousness Faculty and Teachers in Closing the Achievement Gap.
68.031: Examining the Conditions of Latina and Latino High School Students Within a Multicultural/Multiethnic Context.

SIG-Multiple Intelligences: Theory and Practice
33.090: Important Theory and Practice in Multiple Intelligences.
61.031: Multiple Intelligences: Theory and Practice SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Multiple Linear Regression: The General Linear Model
24.087: Applied Techniques in Multiple Linear Regression and General Linear Models.
35.049: Multiple Linear Regression: The General Linear Model SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Music Education
16.048: Hearing the “Voice” of Students and Teachers in Music Education Research.
24.088: Research on P-12 Teaching and Learning in Music.
27.088: The Study of Identity in Music Education Research.
32.019: Research in Music Education I.
33.119: Research in Music Education II.

SIG-NAEP Studies
24.089: Reading and the Achievement Gap.
35.050: NAEP Studies SIG Business Meeting.
43.118: On the Achievement Gap.

SIG-Narrative and Research
24.090: Moving Into the Academy as Narrative Inquirers: Curriculum Making With Teachers.
27.089: Narrative Inquiries Into Tensions in Schooling.
29.085: Narrative Inquiry in Teacher Education.
31.097: Narrative Inquiry in Nontraditional Settings.
39.089: Narrative Inquiry in Reform Contexts.
43.089: Methodological Issues in Narrative Inquiry.
50.060: When the Story Turns Back on Itself...Living, Telling, Retelling, Reliving: Educatve Curriculum for Teacher Educators.
53.098: Narrative Inquiries Into Teaching.
56.015: Narratives of Experience.
61.032: Narrative and Research SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Online Teaching and Learning
27.090: Designing Online Instruction.
29.086: K-12 Online Teachers.
33.091: Developing Online Communities.
43.090: Student Work in Online Environments.
46.037: Online Teaching and Learning (Formerly Education and the WWW) SIG Business Meeting.
47.011: Division K, Division G, and the Teaching Educational Psychology, Online Teaching & Learning, and Faculty Teaching, Evaluation, & Development SIGs Joint Reception.
53.100: Resources and Strategies to Support Online Student Learning.
56.020: Teaching Effectively in Online Environments.

SIG-Organizational Theory
14.059: Organizational Change and Communication.
18.046: Organizational Knowledge, Learning, and Culture: Implications for Research, Policy, and Practice.
43.091: Shaping Policy: Organizational Roles and Functions.
46.038: Organizational Theory SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Out-of-School Time
29.087: Financing Out-of-School Time: Who Provides the Funding and How Much Does It Cost?
37.117: Analysis of Students’ Experiences, Perspectives, and Learning in Out-of-School-Time Education.
38.023: Staffing Impacts and Impact on Staff in Out-of-School-Time Education Programs.
60.061: Trends in Out-of-School Time Programming, Performance, and Outcomes.

SIG-Paulo Freire
27.091: Freirean Public School Teachers Speak Out: An Autoethnographic Account From the Trenches.
32.010: Critical Complexities: Colonialism, Gender Segregation, and Ecological Rights in Academia, Africa, Latin America, and the Caribbean.
33.092: Emancipatory Consciousness in Education and Communities.
37.095: Imagining Creative and Critical Spaces Through Critical Pedagogies.
39.090: Chicarones to Chitlins: Dialogic Communities in Higher Education.
46.039: Paulo Freire SIG Business Meeting and Lecture: Sonia Nieto, Cristine Sleeter, Sandy Grande.
50.062: Paulo Freire and Teacher Education: A Dialogue Between Brazil and the United States.
60.012: Dr. Joe Kincheloe: Celebrating a Life.

SIG-Peace Education
55.075: Identifying Innovative Spaces for the Development of Peace Education Research and Practice.
61.034: Peace Education SIG Business Meeting.
65.026: The Eurocentric Bias of Peace Education as an Explanation for Its Marginalized Status in Public Education.
67.030: Diverse Perspectives on Peace Education I.
70.010: Diverse Perspectives on Peace Education II.

SIG-Philosophical Studies in Education
37.096: Bridging Disciplinary Territory: Philosophical Investigations in Urban and Global Contexts.
43.092: Bringing In/Up the Young: Child Rearing and Community in Philosophical Perspective.
46.040: Invited Distinguished Lecture with Sharon Todd and Philosophical Studies in Education SIG Business Meeting.
53.093: Conversations in Philosophy and Education I.
54.016: Conversations in Philosophy and Education II.
55.076: The Ethics of Identity and Subjectivization.
SIG-Politics of Education
27.092: From the Courtroom to the Classroom: The Shifting Landscape of School Desegregation.
41.095: PEA 40th Anniversary Session: Education Interest Groups, Coalitions, and Community Power.

SIG-Problem-Based Education
27.093: Prospective Journeys in Portfolio Work and Future Research.
29.088: The Emperor’s New Clothes: Changing the Story Through Alternative Framings for Portfolio Construction in Teacher Education Programs.
43.094: Portfolios and the Growth of Reflective Engagement in Pre- and Inservice Teacher Education.
44.013: Looking in the Mirror: What Do We See in Our Reflection on Teacher Education?
46.041: Portfolios and Reflection in Teaching and Teacher Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Postcolonial Studies and Education
18.065: Neoliberal Urbanism, City Schools: Global South/North Dialogues on the Right to the City, Exclusion, Subalternity.
33.093: Policy and Practice in Postcolonial Spaces.
35.052: Postcolonial Dialogues at the Interstices.
37.075: Decolonizing Geographic and Knowledge Borderlands.

SIG-Problem-Based Education
50.064: Problem-Based Learning: Models, Strategies, and Supports.
53.095: Interdisciplinary Issues and Models in Problem-Based Learning.
61.035: Problem-Based Learning SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Professional Development School Research
37.097: Evidence of Impact in Networkwide PDS Studies.
46.042: Issues and Potential in PDS Development and Research.
55.095: Research and Development in Professional Development School Work.

SIG-Professors of Educational Research
27.095: Philosophical and Practical Issues for Professors and Students of Educational Research.
33.094: Professors of Educational Research SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Qualitative Research
15.014: Qualitative Research Applications.
17.018: Reflections on Qualitative Methods.
18.047: Visual and Narrative Representation in Qualitative Research.
29.089: Advances in Duodethnography.
37.031: Applications of Qualitative Methods: From Schools to Prisons.
39.028: Deepening Understanding of Qualitative Methods.
41.030: Film, Photo, Video, and Song.
41.096: Framing “the Child”: Opening Up Methodology in Early Childhood Research.
46.043: Qualitative Research SIG Business Meeting.
50.066: Epistemological and Methodological Spaces of Resistance and Possibility in Qualitative Research.
50.067: Interactive Subjectivity in Qualitative Research Interviews.
55.077: Post-Voicw? Errant Inquiry in the Colonial Present.
57.072: Using Qualitative Research to Reveal Global Hyper-Capitalism.
60.065: Researching the Margins.
60.066: Spanning Boundaries in Qualitative Research: Implications for Policy and Practice.

SIG-Queer Studies
24.014: Queer Politics and Activism in Education.
29.090: Queering Schools and Schooling.
39.093: Choosing to Lose Our Gender Expertise: Queering Sex/Gender in School Settings.
43.095: Queer Teacher Educators and Queer Preservice Teachers: International Perspectives of Support, Mentoring, and Hope.
53.070: Queering Places and Spaces.
54.018: Queer Issues and School Culture.
55.101: Unpacking Queer Identities.
65.019: In and Out in the Academy: Negotiating Relationships and Responsibilities.

SIG-Rasch Measurement
24.093: Rasch Issues of Dimensionality, Scaling, and Fit.
33.095: Studies on Rasch Conditions and Applications.
35.053: Rasch Measurement SIG Business Meeting.
50.068: Rasch Modeling for Cognitive Assessment.
58.012: Rasch Survey Analysis and Applications.

SIG-Religion and Education
18.048: Diverse Perspectives on Religion and Education.
24.094: Leadership for Diverse Communities.
35.054: Religion and Education SIG Business Meeting.
37.112: Education in the African American Muslim Community.
38.012: Religion and Education: A Potpourri.

SIG-Research Focus on Black Education
14.046: African American K-12 Education in an Era of No Child Left Behind.
16.059: African Americans in Higher Education: Retention and Beyond Graduation.
18.049: African American Parental Involvement: Implications for Academic Success.
27.096: African American Students and Faculty: Research and Implications for Higher Education.
29.092: “Professing to Transgress”: African American Faculty Contesting Hegemony in Academe Through Counternarratives.
31.098: Examining Academic Achievement for African Americans: Policy and Practice Implications.
36.010: Research Focus on Black Education SIG and Critical Examination of Race, Ethnicity, and Class SIG Joint Reception.
37.055: Fighting for a Loop in the Circle of Knowledge: Conducting, Confirming, and Contesting Research on/With Black Teachers and Black Teacher Educators.
37.098: Urban Partnerships: Serving Black Communities Through Relevant University-Based Mentor Learning Experiences.
41.097: Urban Renewal: Rethinking Education for Optimizing the Success of African American Males.
43.096: Historical and Contemporary Contexts of Black Education: Implications for Research and Practice.

SIG-Research Focus on Education & Sport
33.118: Research Focus on Education and Sport.
41.098: Measuring the Current and Future Lives of College Student Athletes.
46.044: Research Focus on Education and Sport SIG Business Meeting.
50.069: The Discipline of Academic and Athletic Inquiry: The Circle of Sport and Culture, Part 2.

SIG-Research Focus on Education in the Caribbean and Africa
27.097: Developing Perspective: Conceptualizing Emergent Development Models From the Developing World.
33.096: Teacher Education, Teaching, and Learning in “Formal” and Nonformal Contexts: Perspectives of Scholars With a Focus on Education in the Caribbean and Africa.
35.056: Research Focus on Education in the Caribbean and Africa SIG Business Meeting.
57.092: Researching Ways of Dealing With the Development of More Effective Strategies in the Various Communities of Knowledge.

SIG-Research Use
50.070: Bridging the Gap Between Research and Practice.
61.038: Research Use SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Research in Global Child Advocacy
14.047: Research Methods to Inform Community-Based Child Advocacy Initiatives: Research in Global Child Advocacy SIG.
20.023: Research in Global Child Advocacy SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Research in Mathematics Education
14.048: Mathematics Education Research at the High School and Collegiate Level.
16.050: Methodology and Instrumentation for Mathematics Education Research.
18.050: Multilevel Insights Into Teacher Learning: Case Studies to Districtwide Reform.
24.097: Mathematics Content and Pedagogical Knowledge of Preservice and Inservice Teachers.
27.098: Culture, Community, and Equity in Mathematics Education.
29.093: Factors Influencing Middle Grades Students’ Algebra Learning: Multiple Research Perspectives.
33.097: The Impact and Focus of Professional Development in Mathematics Education.
35.057: SIG Business Meeting and Senior Scholar Award Presentation.
41.099: Teachers’ Knowledge and Perceptions of Mathematics Teaching.
53.071: The Reasoning and Understanding of Elementary and Middle School Mathematics Learners.
57.073: Venues for Defining and Differentiating Teacher Knowledge and Professional Expertise in Mathematics Education.
60.085: Mathematics Learning, Achievement, and Motivation.
66.010: Research on Mathematics Teachers, Teacher Knowledge, and Teacher Education.

SIG-Research in Reading and Literacy
24.098: Multiple Forms of Engagement With Text: Religious Reading as Situated Practice.
27.099: Literacy Interventions in the Middle Grades: Results from the First 2 Years of Striving Readers.
29.094: Literacy Situated at the Border/La Frontera.
31.100: Reading Outside of School Classrooms.
33.098: Reading Across the Globe.
41.100: Texts and Teaching Practices.
43.098: What Makes a Difference in Reading Comprehension?

SIG-Research in Social Studies Education
24.099: Research in Citizenship in Social Studies Classrooms.
28.015: Conceptual Dynamics Influencing Research in Social Studies Education.
29.112: Cultural Dynamics Influencing Research in Social Studies Education.
33.099: Research in Social Studies Education in Elementary School Classrooms.
37.100: Research in Social Studies Education in Middle-Level and Secondary School Classrooms.
39.098: Ideology and Epistemology in History and Civic Education.
41.101: The Next “Greatest” Generation: Investigating the Promise of Millennial Preservice Teachers.
43.099: Critical Theories, Radical Pedagogies, and Social Education: Towards New Perspectives for Social Studies Education.
61.039: Research in Social Studies Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Research on Evaluation
29.114: Methods and Issues in Educational Evaluation.
35.058: Research on Evaluation SIG Business Meeting.
50.072: Perspectives on Systems Thinking for Educational Evaluation and Change.

SIG-Research on Giftedness and Talent
27.101: Advanced Models and Methodologies for Gifted Education Research.
30.013: In Their Own Words: Students and Teachers on Giftedness and Gifted Education.
33.100: Gifted Education, Diversity, Equity, and Social Justice.
35.059: Conducting Research on Giftedness: Methods and Issues.
43.123: Best Educational Practices to Support the Development of Giftedness, Talent, and Creativity.
50.073: Identification and Characteristics of Gifted and Twice-Exceptional Learners.
55.078: The Past, the Present, and the Future of Research in Gifted Education.
58.014: The Development of Giftedness and Creativity: Diverse Perspectives and Predicaments.
60.067: Research and Theory Into Practice: Teaching Gifted Learners.

SIG-Research on Learning and Instruction in Physical Education
16.056: Inquiry in Physical Education.
18.051: Sociocultural Dimensions of Physical Education Teachers’ Work.
24.101: Critical Gender Studies in Physical Education.
33.101: Physical Education Policy, Teacher Development, and Student Empowerment.
35.060: Research on Learning and Instruction in Physical Education: SIG Business Meeting.
37.101: Research on Teacher Effectiveness and Student Value and Motivation in Physical Education.
40.013: Graduate Student Research in Physical Education.

SIG-Research on Teacher Induction
40.021: The Diverse Range of Induction and Mentoring Programs: Different Approaches, Different Outcomes.
53.072: How Induction and Professional Development Programs Shape New Teacher Knowledge and Instructional Practice.
57.074: What Matters Most for New Teachers: Research Results From 100,000 California New Teachers and Their Mentors.
61.040: Research on Teacher Induction SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Research on Women and Education
27.102: Analyses of Motivation and Experiences of Female Administrators and Teachers.
35.061: Research on Women and Education SIG Business Meeting, Willystine Goodsell Address and Reception.
41.102: Negotiating Roles and Realities: Gender Influences in the University Setting.
53.073: Research on Ethnicity and Religion: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives.
57.096: Gender Impact on Careers and Schooling: International Perspectives.
60.089: Gender in the Institution: Examining Women’s Competence, Advancement, and Leadership.

SIG-Research on the Education of Asian and Pacific Americans
29.096: Exploring Issues Faced by Asian Pacific American Faculty.
33.102: Reproducing Praxis: Critical Filipina/o American Studies Pedagogy.
41.103: Disciplined Inquiry: Asian American Women Educational Researchers in the Circle of Knowledge.
43.100: Experiences of Asian and Pacific Americans Students in High Schools and Colleges.

SIG-Research on the Education of Deaf Persons
18.052: Multiple Perspectives on Cognition, Learning, and Assessment for Students Who Are Deaf/Hard of Hearing.
20.025: Future Directions in Bilingual Education for Deaf Students.

SIG-Research on the Superintendency
61.041: Research on the Superintendency SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Research, Education, Information, and School Libraries

SIG-Rural Education
33.066: Education Policy and Politics in Rural School Communities.
39.100: Rural Teachers and Educational Leaders.
41.123: Rurality, Community, and Education.
42.015: School Reform and Achievement in Rural Education.
50.074: Rural Education and Rural Disadvantage.
53.074: Place-Based Education in Rural Contexts.
55.082: Distance Education in Rural Contexts.
57.075: Investigating Rurality Within Mathematics Education Research Using Four Qualitative Studies of Teachers’ Practices and Perspectives.
60.070: Minority and Special Populations in Rural Education.
61.043: Rural Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Safe Schools and Communities
41.104: Restorative Justice, School Safety, and Discipline: International Perspectives.
43.119: Safe Schools and Communities: Exploring the Complexities.
46.046: Safe Schools and Communities SIG Business Meeting: The Importance of Social and Emotional Learning at All Levels.
57.076: Hazing and Bullying in School: Widening the Lens on the Problem.

SIG-School Choice
46.047: School Choice SIG Business Meeting.
57.088: Empirical Examinations of School Choice.

SIG-School Community, Climate and Culture
31.103: School Climate and School Improvement.
46.048: School Community, Climate, and Culture SIG Business Meeting.
53.076: Approaches to School Reform.
55.083: Student Truancy, Delinquency, and Dropout.

SIG-School Effectiveness and School Improvement
24.102: Methodological Advances in School Effectiveness Research.
29.097: Structural Change for School Improvement: Toward New Models of Leadership?
31.104: Improving Beyond Expectations: Learning From Other Sectors.
31.118: School Effectiveness and School Improvement Paper Discussion Session 1: School Effectiveness Research and Practice.
33.103: Analysing Relations in School Effectiveness and School Improvement Research.
37.102: Improving Schools to Enhance Learning.
41.105: Theoretical Perspectives and Models of School Effectiveness.
46.049: School Effectiveness and School Improvement SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-School Indicators, Profiles, and Accountability
35.062: School Indicators, Profiles, and Accountability: Growth Model Discussion, Followed by SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-School/University Collaborative Research
46.050: School-University Collaborative Research SIG Business Meeting.
55.104: School-University Collaboration in Words and Visuals.
SIG-Science Teaching and Learning
14.050: Identifying Effective Reform-Based Strategies for Improving Student Performance.
18.053: Preliminary Findings of Four Institute of Educational Sciences Studies to Improve Professional Development for Science Teachers.
27.121: New Developments in Research on Science Teaching and Learning.
29.099: Developing Science Teachers’ and Students’ Understanding of Nature of Science.
33.104: Elementary Science Teachers’ Beliefs and Experiences.
38.016: Advances in Research on Science Teaching and Learning.
39.102: Identifying Effective Strategies for Improving Performance of Science Teachers and Students.
41.106: Teachers’ and Students’ Physical Science Perspectives.
41.124: Science Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment.
46.051: Science Teaching and Learning SIG Business Meeting.
55.085: Diversity and Equity in Science Education.
60.071: Slowmation: Student-Generated Digital Animations Linking Science, Technology, and Language Arts.

SIG-Second Language Research
37.103: Advances in Understanding the Assessment and Testing of Second Language Learners.
50.075: Examining Second Language Comprehension Across Modalities.
53.077: Second Language Education and Multiple Literacies Theory: Perspectives and Conversations.
55.086: Transforming Preservice and Inservice Teacher Education for Supporting Second and World Language Learners: Possibilities and Challenges.
60.072: Teacher Collaboration Across Disciplines: ESOL and Content Area Teachers Working Together to Bridge the Gap.
65.027: Perspectives on Writing in Second Language Education: Research on Multiple Literacies.

SIG-Self-Study of Teacher Education Practices
18.054: Opening New Possibilities in Teacher Education Through Future-Oriented Self-Study.
24.104: Opening Fresh Pathways Through Reflective Self-Study.
33.106: Opening a Shared Discourse Through Self-Study.
35.063: There’s No Meeting Like the Self-Study of Teacher Education Practices SIG Business Meeting!
37.104: Opening Minds and Hearts Through Exploratory Self-Study.
43.114: Interrogating Practice Through Critical Self-Study.
44.014: Renewing Practice Through Critically Reflective Self-Study.
55.087: A Sociocultural Perspective on the Outgrowth and Development of the Self-Study School.
60.073: Opening Shared Journeys Through Collaborative Self-Study.

SIG-Semiotics in Education
57.078: Semiotic Images in Education.
61.045: Metasemiosis.

SIG-Service-Learning and Experiential Education
38.020: Key Factors in Service Learning.
41.119: Examining Service Learning.
50.076: Issues in and Around Service Learning.
55.088: Service Learning and Experiential Education.
57.079: Analyzing Service Learning.
60.074: Experiencing Service Learning.
61.046: Building Research Capacities: Authors of Service Learning Studies.

SIG-Social and Emotional Learning
33.120: Social and Emotional Learning Paper Session 1.
39.103: Cognitive Behavioral Approaches to Social Emotional Learning.
41.107: Teaching Social and Emotional Learning in a Global Classroom.
43.102: The Social-Emotional Climate of Learning: Relevance for Student Academic Success.
50.077: Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) Assessments and Interventions.
53.079: Mindfulness-Based Approaches to Promoting Teacher and Student Social and Emotional Competencies and Well-Being.
60.075: Social and Emotional Learning SIG Business Meeting: Preparing Educators to Promote the Social, Emotional, and Academic Growth of All Children.

SIG-Society of Professors of Education
31.106: The 2009 Mary Anne Raywid Lecture.
40.015: Troubling Matters of Education Reform.

SIG-Sociology of Education
24.106: Postsecondary Engagement: Choices and Constraints in Higher Education.
27.103: Peer Networks and School Culture: Their Influence on Academic and Social Outcomes.
29.100: Protecting Privilege and Reproducing Advantage: Neglected Questions in the Study of Educational Inequality.

SIG-Special Education Research
17.017: Provision of Special Education Services and Results.
24.107: Studies of Youth and Young Adults With Disabilities.
29.101: Predicators, Identification, and Trends in Growth for Students in Special Education.
29.102: Studies Related to Gender, Race, Disability, and Teacher Practice in Special Education.
37.105: Secondary and Postsecondary Transition in Special Education.
39.104: Mathematics Education in Special Education.
41.108: Multi-tiered Instruction for Students with Disabilities.
50.078: Instruction for Students With Disabilities in the Content Areas.
50.088: Practices, Perceptions, and Outcomes in Special Education.
53.080: Early Childhood Studies in Special Education.
53.081: Teacher Practices, Beliefs and Preparation.
55.089: Assessment and Measurement Considerations in Special Education.
57.080: A Focus on Inclusion for Students With Disabilities.
60.076: Issues Related to Literacy and Special Education.
61.047: Special Education Research SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Spirituality and Education
16.052: Finding Our Place in the Cosmos: Art Making as Spiritual Inquiry in Education.
20.028: Spirituality and Education SIG Business Meeting: Speaker, Dr. Jing Lin.
27.104: Reverence and Teaching.
42.016: Spirituality and Education: Roundtable Discussions.

SIG-State and Regional Educational Research Associations
35.064: State and Regional Educational Research Associations SIG Business Meeting and Reception.
37.106: State and Regional Educational Research Associations Distinguished Papers Session 2.
43.103: State and Regional Educational Research Associations Distinguished Papers Session 3.

SIG-Stress and Coping in Education
37.122: Reactions of Academic Leaders, Special Education Teachers, School Counselors, and School Principals to Stressful Events.
53.082: Stressful Events and Coping Strategies Identified by Adolescents, Teachers, College Students, and Superintendents.
60.077: Reducing Anxiety and Depression in Educational Settings: Implications for Coping.

SIG-Structural Equation Modeling
46.052: Structural Equation Modeling SIG Business Meeting.
56.019: Structural Equation Modeling Melange.

SIG-Studying and Self-Regulated Learning
37.127: The Impact of Interventions and Background Variables on Self-Regulation, Memory, and Learning.
41.110: Lifelong Learning: From Definition to Intervention.
46.053: Business Meeting for Studying and Self-Regulated Learning Special Interest Group and Invited Address.

SIG-Supervision and Instructional Leadership
35.065: Supervision and Instructional Leadership SIG Business Meeting.
41.122: Perspectives on Supervision and Instructional Leadership.

SIG-Survey Research in Education
41.111: Scale and Design Considerations in Survey Research.
43.104: Collecting and Analyzing Survey Data.
46.054: Survey Research in Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Systems Thinking in Education

SIG-Talent Development of Students Placed at Risk
29.121: Talent Development of Students Placed at Risk Poster Session.

SIG-Teacher as Researcher
27.105: Teachers’ Views on Race, Gender, and Democracy.
29.103: The Goldilocks Approach: Five Elementary Teachers in Search of a Writing Program That’s “Just Right”.
32.014: Research From a Teacher Perspective.
SIG-Teacher’s Work/Teachers Unions
50.080: Current Research on Teachers’ Work and Teachers’ Unions.

SIG-Teaching Educational Psychology
29.104: A Focus on Students: Diverse Approaches to Teaching Educational Psychology.
31.123: Perspectives on Teaching Educational Psychology: Our Journals and Our Preservice Teachers.
33.108: Student Experiences Across Four Divergent Educational Psychology Pedagogies.
46.055: Teaching Educational Psychology SIG Business Meeting.
47.011: Division K, Division G, and the Teaching Educational Psychology, Online Teaching & Learning, and Faculty Teaching, Evaluation, & Development SIGs Joint Reception.

SIG-Teaching History
14.053: Teaching and Learning History: Critical Questions Regarding Supporting Historical Inquiry and Assessing Historical Knowledge.
18.067: Teaching and Learning History: Theories and Practices.

SIG-Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning
20.032: Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning SIG Business Meeting.
24.109: Examining Students’ and Teachers’ Uses of Technology.
29.109: Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning I.
30.016: Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning II.
31.111: Conceptualizing and Structuring Technology Instruction.
39.107: Investigating TPACK.
41.112: Perspectives on Technology and Educational Change.
43.105: Exploring Technology in Schools and Classrooms.
55.090: Videos and Video Cases for Teacher Development.
57.081: Perceptions About Technology: Attitudes, Concerns, and Efficacy.

SIG-Technology, Instruction, Cognition and Learning
41.113: Technology, Instruction, Cognition, and Learning III: Cognitive Load in Learning and Technology.

SIG-Test Validity Research and Evaluation
29.105: Construct Equivalence, Measurement Invariance and Moderators of Difficulty for the TIMSS and PISA.
35.068: Test Validity Research and Evaluation SIG Business Meeting.
38.015: Validation Studies of a Measure of Academic Resilience and the Big Five Personality Inventory.

SIG-Tracking and Detracking
35.069: Tracking and Detracking SIG Business Meeting.
43.107: Multiple Perspectives on Tracking, Detracking, and Ability Grouping.
49.010: Visit to De-Tracked Schools for Low-Income Students.

SIG-Urban Learning, Teaching and Research
50.082: Rethinking Teaching Strategies for K-12, Adult Education, and the GED.
53.084: Learning and Understanding Through Urban Education.
55.094: Making an Impact in Urban Education.
57.082: Bridges to Hope: Combining Student Inquiry, Youth Philanthropy, Project Management to Engender Urban Community Change.
60.079: Social Justice and Urban Education.
61.050: Developing Assignments That Link Theory and Learner-Centered Assessment Model.
65.028: Urban Schools and Untapped Resources: What We Need to Know About Improving School Library Media Centers in City School Districts.
72.023: Urban Education: Community and Change.

SIG-Vocabulary
61.051: Vocabulary SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Workplace Learning
26.010: Developing a Deeper Understanding of the Nature of Learning in the Workplace.
43.108: Workplace Learning as Informal and Action Oriented.
57.084: Apprenticeship as a Model for Professional Learning.
60.080: Exploration of Change, Transition, and Transfer in Work-Related Learning.
61.052: Business Meeting for Workplace Learning SIG.

SIG-Writing and Literacies
27.111: Genres and Structures in Writing.
28.014: Writing Identities.

37.085: Expansive Learning and Powerful Literacies.
37.110: Hybridity, Multimodality, and New Forms of Composing.
43.109: Theorizing and Implementing New Directions in Writing and Literacy Research.
50.084: Literacies Between Borders and Across Contexts.
53.085: LitScapes: Mapping the Terrain of Youth Identities, Spaces, and Texts.
57.085: National Conference on Research in Language Identities, Spaces, and Texts.
57.086: Sociocultural and Historical Perspectives on Literacy.
61.053: Writing and Literacies SIG Business Meeting.